A mechanical vibration inverse analysis has been performed on 150MW hydro-power machine in order to identify unbalanced magnetic pull. FEM model of the machine is developed according to design data. The System Equivalent Reduction Expansion Process is involved in model validation during the power-machine experimental run. The unbalanced magnetic pull in the generator is calculated from the verified model and monitored data.
Introduction
The hydropower machinery is exposed to vibration during operation as result of many excitation sources. The reliable simulation of the dynamical behavior is strongly dependent on the mathematical models of hydropower machine and corresponding excitation. The topics related to these subjects are extensively researched until nowadays, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , and still keep attention of the researchers.
The unbalanced magnetic pull (UMP) in power machinery are subject of the recent research. In [6] has been developed a general theory for the UMP and the analytical expression is provided for the UMP that consists of harmonic components. Also, to verify the theoretical results, in [7] the radial stability of flexible shaft in two poles induction machines is investigated. More recently, in [8] the analytical expression of the UMP in a three-phase electrical machine with any numbers of pole-pairs has been derived. The approach advances the idea of modulating the fundamental magneto-motoric force wave by air-gap permanence expressed as a Fourier series.
In [9] and [10] an analytical model of hydro power units have developed in order to determine the UMP and thus obtained results have been compared with FEM simulation. The saturation effects of the ferromagnetic materials have been taken into consideration, too [9] . The influence of the UMP on the rotor using linear and nonlinear model of the generator has been researched in [10] where an improved reduction technique was used to reduce the degrees of freedom of FE model to make a comparison with measurement.
An experimental investigation of a cage induction motor with a statically eccentric rotor using piezoelectric transducers is described in [11] . The load cell incorporated into the rotor MATEC Web of Conferences 211, 06003 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201821106003 VETOMAC XIV support pedestals was used during measurement of UMP, [12] . The UMP and torque in a wound rotor induction machine when the non centered rotor is calculated.
In this paper, the UMP in the generator of a hydropower machine is identified. The identification is based on the monitored data and FEM model of the hydropower machine. The system equivalent reduction and expansion process (SEREP) is involved in order to match FEM model and experimentally retrieved partial model. It is proved that the FEM model reliably simulates the dynamic interaction between turbine and generator for the considered operational state.
Hydro-power machine general description
The 150 MW hydro-power machine with the vertical shaft hanged at the top is considered, Fig. 1 . The shaft overall length is 13.892 m and machine total mass is 375 × 10 3 kg. The average working had is 250 m and flow rate at maximum power is 60 m 3 s −1 . The rotational speed is 333 min −1 . The top combined axial-radial guide bearing and two lower radial guide bearings (the upper and lower generator bearings and the turbine bearing) are of segmented design with forced lubrication. In this case (synchronic) three phase and 18 magnetic poles generator is considered. The generator rotor has ten magnetic poles (five magnetic pole couples) and the Francis turbine runner has 15 vanes. (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201821106003 VETOMAC XIV
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Hydro-power machine model
The modeling of hydraulic power machinery is researched extensively, [10, 13] . The special attention is addressed to the bearings, [14] [15] [16] and unbalanced magnetic pull, [11, 12, 17] .
The model can be transferred to the co-rotational coordinate system i.e. the body coordinate system that synchronously rotates with the shaft. The first order of the dynamic forces and corresponding displacements in this coordinate system appears as if it is static component.
Model retrieved from measurement
Generally, the models can be retrieved from experiments correlating known-measured inputs and outputs or using outputs only (typically from operational data). In this specific case, a limited indirect control over input was available and the focus was on rotational speed related phenomena. Therefore, the order tracked data are correlated for different machine states.
Theoretical background and practical limitations 2.1 Typical measuring set-up and machine monitoring
The typical machine monitoring system relays on sensors collecting the accelerations of the bearing housing and the shaft displacements relative to bearing in two perpendicular directions at each bearing, see Fig. 1 . The switch (at least one per turn) is used as tachometer. The sensors of axial vibrations in the axial bearing are common too. Regarding the indication of forces, relative shaft displacements are more reliable then absolute bearing housing accelerations in considered design. The acceleration of the bearing housing is a function of the force but also it is a function of the supporting structure stiffness, therefore, low acceleration of the housing cannot exclude possible high force because the bearing force can be transferred via supporting structure to the foundation and absorbed there, compare a) and b) in Fig. 2 . Although only the linear values are measured (linear acceleration, velocities and displacements) often angular quantities are used in the presentations for a number of reasons and therefore linear values are transformed into angular, i.e. forces to couples, linear to angular velocities,... The generator displacements are measured at bearings but very often they are presented as linear and angular displacement, see section 3.1.
Model validation objectives and limits
More specifically, we do not identify the forces directly (using force sensors) but indirectly concluding from effects that are an obvious consequence of the forces, e.g. the accelerations (and consequently the speeds and the displacements).
However, when changes are observed then processing of a difference between two known states is required. So, in order to assess the mathematical model it is necessary to subtract the displacement vectors before the magnetic excitation from the corresponding vectors after the excitation and so isolate the net excitation effect.
The common objectives of the model correlation is verification of the model and eventual a model update in order to increase model accuracy and reliability. 
Experiment data processing
The orbits clearly demonstrate the sensitivity of the machine relative shaft displacements to the power. The relation between the relative shaft displacement orders (1. order compared to 2. orders is 10 times higher and so on) demonstrates dominant influence of co-rotational forces, see Fig. 2 .
The generator linear and angular displacement and corresponding forces
The reduction of the updated FEM model motion equations, using SEREP [18] , to 3 linear node displacements leads to the expression in matrix form, Eqn. 1.
MATEC Web of Conferences 211, 06003 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201821106003 VETOMAC XIV The practical reasons related to the model of the magnetic field influence quoted as the parallel shift and angular offset, motivate us to transform the 3 linear degree of freedom to two linear and one angular degree of freedom, see Fig. 3 . After the transformation that involves a summation and a subtraction of the first two equations from the Eqn. 1 and corresponding substitutions we obtain matrix equation expressed:
where u and θ are linear and angular displacements, respectively. Using concrete values for the power-machine model and corresponding measurements, [19] , that are post-processed according model requirements: 
where forces are in N and moment is in N m.
The UMP is in balance with forces in machine bearings. The generator bearings take over the major part of the UMP, as seen in the last expression. The UMP couple is balanced with bearing reaction couple of the moment M. The turbine bearing force has low influence to the generator behavior due to relative low shaft flexible stiffness, as proved in the experiments.
Conclusion
In this paper a case study of UMP and the phenomena related to the forces in the hydro-power machine with the vertical shaft hanged at the top are identified. The previously verified FEM
